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A comprehensive guide to painting in egg tempera for both the beginning and advanced artist,
with hundreds of illustrations in color. The book includes:Detailed instructions for making true
gesso panels from scratch.An in-depth look at pigments, and how to use them safely.Different
ways to work in egg tempera including brushwork, sponging, glazing, scumbling, petit lacs, and
much more.How to paint smooth transitions in egg tempera.Various options for finishing an egg
tempera painting, including oil painting on top and varnishing.A look at the many
misconceptions surrounding egg tempera, and how to overcome those limitations to bring the
medium into the modern era.
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I am not a SMURF, “A massive updated book!. I have been a fan of hers since she released the
original book. I went ahead, on a whim, and ordered this. This has to be a least 500% more
pages and very in-depth information that covers everything from the history of it all the way
through preparing traditional gesso and prepping panels. The book is exhaustive and highly
illustrated with not just color photo's but the author's own sublime paintings. I am very pleased
with the book. In the past I made my own paints and prepared my own panels, so I am not
inexperienced, but the sheer mass of knowledge in this book is like getting a week long in-depth
class with Koo.”

Sofie, “The definitive guide to all things egg tempera. Highest recommendation!!! We have
studied with Koo Schadler and have purchased all of her past guides, but this one is not only the
most updated but covers tons more information and has full color through out. The past reviews
on here are of the older, smaller booklets. This one is a 293 page book and beautifully made.
Koo is not only so knowledgeable in painting, especially egg tempera, but is endlessly generous
and clear with her information and examples. Many color photos show her unique step by step
process for portrait, still life, flowers, and lettering. She covers the history and everything about
egg tempera painting- from making or buying the panels, designing and transferring, use of
materials, problem solving, finishing, and more. Included is her exhaustive research on the
properties of pigments and uniqueness of egg tempera. It's an incredible book like no other egg
tempera book - Lauren Mills and Dennis Nolan”

Sleepless in Seattle, “So generous. The book gives such detailed guidance on egg temperature
painting!  It is well written and easy to understand. Thank you!”

janet johnson, “A most incredible resource book!. Every page is jammed packed with info!Highly
recommend it !”

Rich, “This is the real thing.. The best -- just the best -- of the guides to egg tempera painting. I
am a very experienced watercolor painter who wanted to be able to explore this new medium. I
have bought a number of books, and had a kind of meh reaction to them.This is the real thing. I
immediately realized it -- and began highlighting, underscoring, writing notes in the margin.I've
never looked for another.  This is it.”

Tauny, “Good Information Source. There is an ancient reprint booklet available for old formulas
and techniques. I have it, and it is available again here. This is at the least a useful extension. It is
more extensive, more information, including trends that are beyond 200 years old. It is bound on
a tiny spiral so that it can be opened flat. Nice if you want to reread instructions while you are
experimenting with the medium.”



snowleopard, “Beautiful, informative, full-color examples. Just received the book a few days ago,
so too soon to review for the contents, which I expect will take many months to explore in depth.
I just wanted to clear up a misconception that I picked up from another review, and thought it
might confuse others as well. Hesitated to buy this because someone had written that they copy
they received was a spiral bound, xeroxed copy with black-and-white illustrations.I decided to
trust the other reviewers and hope for the best. The copy I received is beautiful, well-written and
well-organized, with good quality binding and cover, and is loaded with full-color examples. It's a
beautiful book and I expect to treasure it for years to come.”

Ellen Ley, “Fantastic!. This book is an excellent place to learn everything there is to know about
the art of Egg Tempera. I love it!”

A.A., “Hands down the best guide on Egg Tempera. You will not find a more effortlessly
accessible or more practical book on the subject of Egg Tempera. I found the previous reviewer’s
comment that the book “reads more like a PHD thesis” to be false, and urge all to read the
sample provided by Amazon before deciding to purchase.The author facilitates her reader's
understanding of the subject with unflinching generosity. There is a nurturing quality to the level
of care taken for the reader that you will simply not find elsewhere. It is truly a gift and I find the
cost of the book to be entirely humble given its wealth of practical knowledge.All images in the
Kindle version are in full colour and excellent resolution/quality, so I am not sure why the
previous reviewer criticised the book as having only B&W images. The only issue I found with
the Kindle is that it is not compatible with the Kindle Cloud and the text size can be too small for
a phone/tablet, however a PDF version might be provided by emailing the vendor.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Exceptional. Koo's book is truly exceptional. It's packed with information
- absolutely everything you could ever want to know about every aspect of egg tempera painting.
The word comprehensive doesn't do it justice. It's beautifully written and presented. Everything is
explained clearly and illustrated brilliantly with photos of the processes and images of Koo's own
beautiful paintings at various stages of development. The book is very big - 300 large pages. I
can't recommend it highly enough. It's the best and only book you'll ever need if you're interested
in egg tempera painting.”

Clermont Malenfant, “Excellent enseignement!. C’est un enseignement très complet sur la
technique de la peinture tempéra.”

The book by Koo Schadler has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 106 people have provided feedback.
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